
The Revolutionary Proletariat in the Face of the Imperialist War 

 

NATO scavengers will meet in the Spanish capital to define their new strategic 
concept. This will help them to face the intensification of competition among 
imperialists, in a multipolar context in which the Russian invasion of Ukraine -which 
cannot be understood without the continuous Atlanticist expansionism towards the 
East during the last decades- is one more step in the direction of direct confrontation 
between the great powers, that is to say, towards a Third World War. 

In the meantime, the EU manifests itself as the true civilian arm of NATO. And, 
with the war close to the old continent, it is showing its repugnant hypocrisy: 
Europeanist pacifism, human rights defender through the forced pacification of 
oppressed countries, has turned into an ardent warmongering fervor that is taking us 
on a trip back to the summer of 1914. The EU does not hesitate to display its anti-
Russian supremacism by projecting its racist exclusivism towards the external enemy. 
And in the rearguard - for we are at war for a reason -, the rights of liberal democracies 
to dissent are further narrowed, as the word of warning by the hooligan Borrell 
showed. Thus, the continuous militarization of society of recent years, accelerated by 
the pandemic, finally finds a direction in which to head: war between imperialists! 

The few dissenting voices that have, within the Atlanticist bloc, disagreed with the 
war and its escalation, have been those of social-pacifist reformism. The social-pacifist 
reformists, impotent, have clearly shown both their class position and their pipe 
dream: a peaceful imperialism, without wars or tensions, where superprofits are fairly 
shared among capitalists! And let us not forget: the nationalism propagated by 
revisionism and social-chauvinism, transmission belts of the bourgeoisie within the 
workers' movement, has also contributed to this scenario. 

All this, of course, should be considered a tragic symptom of the times we are living 
in. The fact is that, after the end of the October Cycle, with the emancipating horizon 
of communism now far away, there seems to be no possible alternative but to 
continue with the oppressive imperialist civilization, whatever the cost. Even if to do 
so the bourgeoisie has to press the nuclear bomb button. And, in the meantime, the 
proletarian class lies ideologically and politically defeated, subordinated to the 
interests of this or that fraction of the bourgeoisie, with no greater horizon than to 
continue being variable capital in its monotonous normalcy, and incapable of 
influencing the course of the great class struggle. However, more than a century ago, 
in a similar context of imperialist war, the Bolsheviks, merged with the broad masses 
and hence constituting a Communist Party, were able to influence history 
independently, opposing the chauvinist and warmongering wave and giving a truly 
consistent example of what is a true internationalist policy: they applied 
revolutionary defeatism, turning the imperialist war into a revolutionary civil war, 
initiating a whole Cycle of the World Proletarian Revolution (WPR)! 



Today, in the face of imperialist barbarism, we cannot renounce this precious 
lesson of the historical experience of the revolutionary proletariat. Today, to uphold, 
defend and apply the slogan of revolutionary defeatism -to advocate the defeat of 
"our" imperialists and the destruction of their war machine to contribute to the 
relaunching of the WPR- cannot be separated from its counterpart, which is to 
reconstitute the proletarian historical subject capable of materializing such a slogan: 
the Communist Party as the fusion of the vanguard with the broad masses of the 
proletariat. But to turn the proletariat once again into a revolutionary class it is 
necessary, before anything else, for its vanguard to break with all the clichés of the 
bourgeoisie's conception of the world and to recover the communist worldview and 
its revolutionary theory - Marxism - in order to achieve its ideological independence, 
theoretically rearming itself on the basis of the lessons of the revolutionary praxis of 
the entire October Cycle and once again making the social revolution a horizon of 
universal emancipation for all the oppressed. Thus, with their political independence 
guaranteed, the advanced sectors of the proletariat will be able to bring into effect 
their fusion with the masses in a genuine organized revolutionary movement, that is, 
the Communist Party, to proceed to apply their universal military strategy: People's 
War. 

Applying revolutionary defeatism in our particular conditions in the only realistic 
alternative to imperialism and its wars; this is the alternative that connects us with 
proletarian internationalism and allows us to advance in the construction of 
Communism. 

 
 

Against the war between imperialists, revolutionary defeatism! 
 

Down with NATO and the Spanish State! 
 

For the ideological and political reconstitution of communism! 
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